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Noble Foods:
Creating a community
in a multi-faceted
manufacturing company
1,800 employees
Manufacturing, Transportation
& Agriculture
Hertfordshire HQ and multiple
nationwide sites
Perks

Noble Foods is a group with £600m in

explains Louisa Hogarty, HR Director,

turnover and around 1800 employees.

“there are 300 drivers across the

First and foremost, it’s the UK’s leading

group with articulated trucks”.

supplier of fresh eggs to retailers.
Job roles vary from packaging eggs,

When it comes to their employees, Noble

to creating deserts, to milling grain.

Foods are heavily dependent on migrant

Manufacturing is only one side of the

workers. Consequently, one of the biggest

business, the second tier is supply.

challenges for the group is a diminished

“We have a huge transport fleet”

labour market as a result of Brexit.

“We had 4-5% engagement on our old platform. We are now
at 50-60% engagement with Perkbox.”
Louisa Hogarty, HR Director

Noble Foods case study

Noble Foods are also struggling with

The platform has improved cross-

talent attraction. “In all divisions”

company communication by connecting

explains Louisa, “the front line

all employees to a shared hub, helping

operational roles are where we struggle

to create a community of workers.

to remain competitive.” The root of
this problem is the increase in wage

The perks on-offer have also helped

costs. As manufacturing in the UK has

to salary stretch. According to

relatively tight profit margins, wage-

Louisa, Perkbox has “enabled us to

inflation is a nightmare to navigate.

put extra benefits into the hands
of our employees,” alleviating the

Perkbox has played a key role

pressure wage inflation has caused.

in both bolstering the group’s
employee value proposition.

After 11 months of launching Perkbox:

55%
Noble Foods case study

Increase
in usage

£25,246

Saved by
employees

Switching to Perkbox has been hugely

more people using Perkbox than we

successful in comparison to Noble Food’s

had using the old system. We had 4-5%

previous employee benefits platform –

engagement on our old platform. We

saving employees £25,246 in 11 months

are now at 50-60% engagement with

of launch. Louisa stated, “We have got

Perkbox, so it’s completely different.”

“There was a perceived higher value from Perkbox being a
third party offering that we had bought for our employees.”
Louisa Hogarty, HR Director

This is a boiled-down version of Noble Food’s
success story.
You can find the full version here.

Perkbox helps over 7,500 employers
create great employee experiences

Get in touch
To see how Perkbox can help you grow your business with happier,
healthier, more engaged employees, download the employee
experience brochure from here.
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